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For me the grammar issue was settled at least twenty years ago with the conclusion offered by Richard Braddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Schoer in
1963.
In view of the widespreadagreementof research studies based upon many types of
studentsand teachers, the conclusion can be stated in strongand unqualifiedterms:
the teaching of formal grammarhas a negligible or, because it usually displaces
some instruction and practice in composition, even a harmfuleffect on improvement in writing.1
Indeed, I would agree with Janet Emig that the grammar issue is a prime example of "magical thinking": the assumption that students will learn only what we
teach and only because we teach.2
But the grammar issue, as we will see, is a complicated one. And, perhaps
surprisingly, it remains controversial, with the regular appearance of papers defending the teaching of formal grammar or attacking it.3 Thus Janice Neuleib,
1. Researchin WrittenComposition(Urbana,Ill.: NationalCouncilof Teachersof English, 1963),
pp. 37-38.
2. "Non-magicalThinking:PresentingWritingDevelopmentallyin Schools," in WritingProcess,

Development and Communication, Vol. II of Writing: The Nature, Development and Teaching of

WrittenCommunication,ed. CharlesH. Frederiksenand Joseph F. Dominic(Hillsdale,N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum,1980),pp. 21-30.
3. For argumentsin favor of formalgrammarteaching, see PatrickF. Basset, "Grammar-Can
We Afford Not to Teach It?" NASSP Bulletin, 64, No. 10 (1980), 55-63; Mary Epes, et al., "The
COMP-LABProject:Assessing the Effectivenessof a Laboratory-Centered
Basic WritingCourseon
the College Level" (Jamaica, N.Y.: York College, CUNY, 1979) ERIC 194 908; June B. Evans,
"The AnalogousOunce:The Analgesicfor Relief," EnglishJournal,70, No. 2 (1981),38-39;Sydney
Greenbaum,"What Is Grammarand Why Teach It?" (a paperpresentedat the meetingof the National Council of Teachers of English, Boston, Nov. 1982) ERIC 222 917; MarjorieSmelstor, A

Guide to the Role of Grammar in Teaching Writing (Madison: University of Wisconsin School of Education, 1978) ERIC 176 323; and A. M. Tibbetts, Working Papers: A Teacher's Observations on

Composition(Glenview,Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1982).
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writingon "The Relation of Formal Grammarto Composition"in College Composition and Communication (23 [1977], 247-50), is tempted "to sputter on pa-

per" at reading the quotation above (p. 248), and MarthaKolln, writing in the
same journal three years later ("Closing the Books on Alchemy," CCC, 32
[1981], 139-51), labels people like me "alchemists" for our perverse beliefs.
Neuleib reviews five experimentalstudies, most of them concludingthat formal
grammarinstructionhas no effect on the qualityof students' writingnor on their
ability to avoid error. Yet she renders in effect a Scots verdict of "Not proven"
and calls for more research on the issue. Similarly,Kolln reviews six experimental studies that arrive at similarconclusions, only one of them overlappingwith
the studies cited by Neuleib. She calls for more careful definition of the word
grammar-her definitionbeing "the internalizedsystem that native speakers of
a languageshare" (p. 140)-and she concludes with a stirringcall to place grammar instructionat the center of the composition curriculum:"our goal should be
to help students understand the system they know unconsciously as native
speakers, to teach them the necessary categories and labels that will enable them
to think about and talk about their language" (p. 150). Certainlyour textbooks
and our pedagogies-though they vary widely in what they see as "necessary
categories and labels"- continue to emphasize mastery of formalgrammar,and
populardiscussions of a presumed literacy crisis are almost unanimousin their
call for a renewed emphasis on the teaching of formalgrammar,seen as basic for
success in writing.4
An InstructiveExample
It is worth noting at the outset that both sides in this dispute-the grammarians
and the anti-grammarians-articulate the issue in the same positivistic terms:
what does experimentalresearch tell us about the value of teachingformalgrammar? But seventy-five years of experimentalresearch has for all practical purposes told us nothing. The two sides are unable to agree on how to interpret
such research. Studies are interpretedin terms of one's prior assumptionsabout
the value of teaching grammar:their results seem not to change those assumptions. Thus the basis of the discussion, a basis sharedby Kolin and Neuleib and
by Braddock and his colleagues-"what does educationalresearch tell us?"seems designed to perpetuate, not to resolve, the issue. A single example will be
instructive. In 1976 and then at greater length in 1979, W. B. Elley, I. H. Barican Language Crisis Reconsidered(Carbondale:SouthernIllinois UniversityPress, 1983);Suzette
Haden Elgin, Never Mind the Trees: What the English Teacher Really Needs to Know about Lin-

guistics (Berkeley: University of CaliforniaCollege of Education,Bay Area WritingProject Occasional PaperNo. 2, 1980)ERIC 198 536; Mike Rose, "RemedialWritingCourses:A Critiqueand a
Proposal." College English, 45 (1983), 109-128;and Ron Shook, "Response to MarthaKolln," College Composition and Communication, 34 (1983), 491-495.

4. See, for example, Clifton Fadimanand James Howard, EmptyPages: A Search for Writing
Competence in School and Society (Belmont, Cal.: Fearon Pitman, 1979); Edwin Newman, A Civil

Tongue(Indianapolis,Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill,1976);and StrictlySpeaking(New York: WarnerBooks,
1974);John Simons, Paradigms Lost (New York: ClarksonN. Potter, 1980);A. M. Tibbets and

Charlene Tibbets, What's Happening to American English? (New York: Scribner's, 1978); and

"WhyJohnnyCan't Write," Newsweek, 8 Dec. 1975,pp. 58-63.
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ham, H. Lamb, and M. Wyllie reported on a three-year experiment in New Zealand, comparing the relative effectiveness at the high school level of instruction
in transformational grammar, instruction in traditional grammar, and no grammar instruction.5 They concluded that the formal study of grammar, whether
transformational or traditional, improved neither writing quality nor control over
surface correctness.
After two years, no differences were detected in writingperformanceor language
competence; after three years small differences appearedin some minor conventions favoringthe TG [transformationalgrammar]group, but these were more than
offset by the less positive attitudes they showed towards their English studies. (p.
18)
Anthony Petroskey, in a review of research ("Grammar Instruction: What We
Know," English Journal, 66, No. 9 [1977], 86-88), agreed with this conclusion,
finding the study to be carefully designed, "representative of the best kind of educational research" (p. 86), its validity "unquestionable" (p. 88). Yet Janice
Neuleib in her essay found the same conclusions to be "startling" and questioned whether the findings could be generalized beyond the target population,
New Zealand high school students. Martha Kolln, when her attention is drawn
to the study ("Reply to Ron Shook," CCC, 32 [1981], 139-151), thinks the whole
experiment "suspicious." And John Mellon has been willing to use the study to
defend the teaching of grammar; the study of Elley and his colleagues, he has argued, shows that teaching grammar does no harm.6
It would seem unlikely, therefore, that further experimental research, in and
of itself, will resolve the grammar issue. Any experimental design can be nitpicked, any experimental population can be criticized, and any experimental
conclusion can be questioned or, more often, ignored. In fact, it may well be
that the grammar question is not open to resolution by experimental research,
that, as Noam Chomsky has argued in Reflections on Language (New York:
Pantheon, 1975), criticizing the trivialization of human learning by behavioral
psychologists, the issue is simply misdefined.
There will be "good experiments" only in domains that lie outside the organism's
cognitive capacity. For example, there will be no "good experiments"in the study
of humanlearning.
This discipline . . . will, of necessity, avoid those domains in which an organism

is specially designed to acquirerich cognitive structuresthat enter into its life in an
intimatefashion. The discipline will be of virtuallyno intellectualinterest, it seems
to me, since it is restrictingitself in principleto those questions that are guaranteed
to tell us little about the natureof organisms.(p. 36)

5. "The Role of Grammarin a SecondarySchool EnglishCurriculum."Research in the Teaching
of English, 10 (1976), 5-21; The Role of Grammar in a Secondary School Curriculum (Wellington:

New ZealandCouncilof Teachersof English, 1979).
6. "A Taxonomy of Compositional Competencies," in Perspectives on Literacy, ed. Richard
Beach and P. David Pearson(Minneapolis:Universityof MinnesotaCollegeof Education,1979),pp.
247-272.
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Asking the Right Questions
As a result, though I will look briefly at the traditionof experimentalresearch,
my primarygoal in this essay is to articulatethe grammarissue in differentand,
I would hope, more productive terms. Specifically, I want to ask four questions:
1. Why is the grammarissue so important?Why has it been the dominant
focus of composition researchfor the last seventy-five years?
2. What definitions of the word grammar are needed to articulate the
grammarissue intelligibly?
3. What do findings in cognate disciplines suggest about the value of formal grammarinstruction?
4. What is our theory of language, and what does it predict about the value
of formal grammarinstruction?(This question-"what does our theory
of language predict?"-seems a much more powerful question than
"what does educationalresearch tell us?")
In exploring these questions I will attempt to be fully explicit about issues,
terms, and assumptions. I hope that both proponents and opponents of formal
grammarinstructionwould agree that these are useful as shared points of reference: care in definition, full examination of the evidence, reference to relevant
work in cognate disciplines, and explicit analysis of the theoretical bases of the
issue.
But even with that gesture of harmonyit will be difficultto articulatethe issue
in a balanced way, one that will be acceptable to both sides. After all, we are
dealingwith a professional dispute in which one side accuses the other of "magical thinking," and in turn that side responds by charging the other as "alchemists." Thus we might suspect that the grammarissue is itself embedded in
largermodels of the transmissionof literacy, part of quite differentassumptions
about the teaching of composition.
Those of us who dismiss the teaching of formal grammarhave a model of
composition instruction that makes the grammarissue "uninteresting"in a scientific sense. Our model predicts a rich and complex interactionof learner and
environment in mastering literacy, an interaction that has little to do with sequences of skills instructionas such. Those who defend the teachingof grammar
tend to have a model of composition instructionthat is rigidlyskills-centeredand
rigidly sequential: the formal teaching of grammar,as the first step in that sequence, is the cornerstone or linchpin. Grammarteaching is thus supremelyinteresting, naturallya dominantfocus for educationalresearch. The controversy
over the value of grammarinstruction, then, is inseparablefrom two other issues: the issues of sequence in the teaching of compositionand of the role of the
compositionteacher. Consider, for example, the force of these two issues in Janice Neuleib's conclusion: after calling for yet more experimentalresearchon the
value of teaching grammar,she ends with an absolute (and unsupported)claim
about sequences and teacher roles in composition.
We do know, however, that some things must be taught at different levels. Insis-
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tence on adherence to usage norms by compositionteachers does improve usage.
Studentscan learn to organizetheir papers if teachersdo not accept papersthat are
disorganized. Perhaps composition teachers can teach those two abilities before
they begin the more difficulttasks of developingsyntactic sophisticationand a winning style. ("The Relationof FormalGrammarto Composition,"p. 250)
(One might want to ask, in passing, whether "usage norms" exist in the monolithic fashion the phrase suggests and whether refusing to accept disorganized
papers is our best available pedagogy for teaching arrangement.)7
But I want to focus on the notion of sequence that makes the grammar issue
so important: first grammar, then usage, then some absolute model of organization, all controlled by the teacher at the center of the learning process, with
other matters, those of rhetorical weight-"syntactic
sophistication and a winning style"-pushed off to the future. It is not surprising that we call each other
names: those of us who question the value of teaching grammar are in fact shaking the whole elaborate edifice of traditional composition instruction.
The Five Meanings of "''Grammar"
Given its centrality to a well-established way of teaching composition, I need to
go about the business of defining grammar rather carefully, particularly in view
of Kolln's criticism of the lack of care in earlier discussions. Therefore I will
build upon a seminal discussion of the word grammar offered a generation ago,
in 1954, by W. Nelson Francis, often excerpted as "The Three Meanings of
Grammar."8 It is worth reprinting at length, if only to re-establish it as a reference point for future discussions.
The first thing we mean by "grammar"is "the set of formal patternsin which
the words of a languageare arrangedin orderto convey largermeanings." It is not
necessary that we be able to discuss these patterns self-consciouslyin order to be
able to use them. In fact, all speakers of a language above the age of five or six
know how to use its complex forms of organizationwith considerableskill; in this
sense of the word-call it "Grammar 1"-they are thoroughly familiar with its
grammar.
The second meaning of "grammar"-call it "Grammar2"-is "the branch of
linguisticscience which is concerned with the description,analysis, and formulization of formallanguagepatterns." Just as gravitywas in full operationbefore Newton's apple fell, so grammarin the first sense was in full operationbefore anyone
formulatedthe first rule that began the history of grammaras a study.
The third sense in which people use the word "grammar" is "linguistic etiquette." This we may call "Grammar3." The word in this sense is often coupled
with a derogatory adjective: we say that the expression "he ain't here" is "bad
grammar." . . .

As has already been suggested, much confusion arises from mixingthese meanings. One hears a good deal of criticism of teachers of English couched in such
terms as "they don't teach grammarany more." Criticismof this sort is based on
7. On usage norms, see Edward Finegan, Attitudes toward English Usage: The History of a War
of Words (New York: Teachers College Press, 1980), and Jim Quinn, American Tongue in Cheek: A
Populist Guide to Language (New York: Pantheon, 1980); on arrangement, see Patrick Hartwell,
"Teaching Arrangement: A Pedagogy," CE, 40 (1979), 548-554.
8. "Revolution in Grammar," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 40 (1954), 299-312.
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the wholly unproven assumption that teaching Grammar2 will improve the student's proficiencyin Grammar1 or improve his mannersin Grammar3. Actually,
the form of Grammar2 which is usually taughtis a very inaccurateand misleading
analysis of the facts of Grammar1; and it thereforeis of highly questionablevalue
in improvinga person's ability to handlethe structuralpatternsof his language.(pp.
300-301)

Francis' Grammar 3 is, of course, not grammar at all, but usage. One would like
to assume that Joseph Williams' recent discussion of usage ("The Phenomenology of Error," CCC, 32 (1981), 152-168), along with his references, has placed
those shibboleths in a proper perspective. But I doubt it, and I suspect that popular discussions of the grammar issue will be as flawed by the intrusion of usage
issues as past discussions have been. At any rate I will make only passing reference to Grammar 3-usage-naively
assuming that this issue has been discussed
elsewhere and that my readers are familiar with those discussions.
We need also to make further discriminations about Francis' Grammar 2,
given that the purpose of his 1954 article was to substitute for one form of Grammar 2, that "inaccurate and misleading" form "which is usually taught," another form, that of American structuralist grammar. Here we can make use of a
still earlier discussion, one going back to the days when PMLA was willing to
publish articles on rhetoric and linguistics, to a 1927 article by Charles Carpenter
Fries, "The Rules of the Common School Grammars" (42 [1927], 221-237). Fries
there distinguished between the scientific tradition of language study (to which
we will now delimit Francis' Grammar 2, scientific grammar) and the separate
tradition of "the common school grammars," developed unscientifically, largely
based on two inadequate principles-appeals to "logical principles," like "two
negatives make a positive," and analogy to Latin grammar; thus, Charlton
Laird's characterization, "the grammar of Latin, ingeniously warped to suggest
English" (Language in America [New York: World, 1970], p. 294). There is, of
course, a direct link between the "common school grammars" that Fries criticized in 1927 and the grammar-based texts of today, and thus it seems wise, as
Karl W. Dykema suggests ("Where Our Grammar Came From," CE, 22 (1961),
455-465), to separate Grammar 2, "scientific grammar," from Grammar 4,
"school grammar," the latter meaning, quite literally, "the grammars used in
the schools."
Further, since Martha Kolln points to the adaptation of Christensen's sentence rhetoric in a recent sentence-combining text as an example of the proper
emphasis on "grammar" ("Closing the Books on Alchemy," p. 140), it is worth
separating out, as still another meaning of grammar, Grammar 5, "stylistic
grammar," defined as "grammatical terms used in the interest of teaching prose
style." And, since stylistic grammars abound, with widely variant terms and emphases, we might appropriately speak parenthetically of specific forms of Grammar 5-Grammar 5 (Lanham); Grammar 5 (Strunk and White); Grammar 5
(Williams, Style); even Grammar 5 (Christensen, as adapted by Daiker, Kerek,
and Morenberg).9
9. RichardA. Lanham,Revising Prose (New York: Scribner's,1979);WilliamStrunkand E. B.
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The Grammarin Our Heads
With these definitions in mind, let us return to Francis' Grammar1, admirably
definedby Kolln as "the internalizedsystem of rules that speakersof a language
share" ("Closing the Books on Alchemy," p. 140), or, to put it more simply, the
grammarin our heads. Three features of Grammar1 need to be stressed:first, its
special status as an "internalized system of rules," as tacit and unconscious
knowledge;second, the abstract, even counterintuitive,natureof these rules, insofar as we are able to approximatethem indirectly as Grammar2 statements;
and third, the way in which the form of one's Grammar1 seems profoundlyaffected by the acquisition of literacy. This sort of review is designed to firm up
our theory of language, so that we can ask what it predicts about the value of
teachingformalgrammar.
A simple thought experiment will isolate the special status of Grammar 1
knowledge. I have asked members of a numberof differentgroups-from sixth
gradersto college freshmen to high-school teachers-to give me the rule for orderingadjectives of nationality, age, and numberin English. The response is always the same: "We don't know the rule." Yet when I ask these groups to perform an active language task, they show productive control over the rule they
have denied knowing. I ask them to arrange the following words in a natural
order:
French

the

young

girls

four

I have never seen a native speaker of English who did not immediatelyproduce
the naturalorder, "the four young French girls." The rule is that in English the
order of adjectives is first, number, second, age, and third, nationality. Native
speakers can create analogous phrases using the rule- "the seventy-three aged
Scandinavianlechers"; and the drive for meaningis so great that they will create
contexts to make sense out of violations of the rule, as in foregroundingfor emphasis: "I want to talk to the French four young girls." (I immediatelyenvision
a large room, perhaps a banquet hall, filled with tables at which are seated
groups of four young girls, each group of a differentnationality.)So Grammar1
is eminently usable knowledge-the way we make our life throughlanguagebut it is not accessible knowledge; in a profoundsense, we do not know that we
have it. Thus neurolinguist Z. N. Pylyshyn speaks of Grammar1 as "autonomous," separatefrom common-sense reasoning, and as "cognitively impenetrable," not available for direct examination.10In philosophy and linguistics, the
distinction is made between formal, conscious, "knowing about" knowledge
White, The Elements of Style, 3rd ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1979); Joseph Williams, Style: Ten
Lessons in Clarity and Grace (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1981); Christensen, "A Generative
Rhetoric of the Sentence," CCC, 14 (1963), 155-161; Donald A. Daiker, Andrew Kerek, and Max
Morenberg, The Writer's Options: Combining to Composing, 2nd ed. (New York: Harper & Row,
1982).
10. "A Psychological Approach," in Psychobiology of Language, ed. M. Studdert-Kennedy
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1983), pp. 16-19. See also Noam Chomsky, "Language and Unconscious Knowledge," in Psychoanalysis and Language: Psychiatry and the Humanities, Vol. III, ed.
Joseph H. Smith (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1978), pp. 3-44.
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(like Grammar2 knowledge) and tacit, unconscious, "knowinghow" knowledge
(like Grammar1 knowledge). The importanceof this distinctionfor the teaching
of composition-it provides a powerful theoreticaljustification for mistrusting
the ability of Grammar2 (or Grammar4) knowledge to affect Grammar1 performance-was pointed out in this journal by Martin Steinmann, Jr., in 1966
("RhetoricalResearch," CE, 27 [1966], 278-285).
Further,the more we learn about Grammar1-and most linguistswould agree
that we know surprisinglylittle about t-the more abstractand implicitit seems.
This abstractness can be illustratedwith an experiment, devised by Lise Menn
and reportedby Morris Halle,11about our rule for formingplurals in speech. It
is obvious that we do indeed have a "rule" for formingplurals, for we do not
memorize the plural of each noun separately. You will demonstrateproductive
control over that rule by forming the spoken plurals of the nonsense words below:
thole

flitch

plast

Halle offers two ways of formalizinga Grammar2 equivalentof this Grammar
1 ability. One form of the rule is the following, stated in terms of speech sounds:
a. If the noun ends in /s z s z c j/, add /Iz/;
b. otherwise, if the noun ends in /p t k f 0/, add /s/;
c. otherwise, add /z/.11
This rule comes close to what we literate adults consider to be an adequaterule
for pluralsin writing, like the rules, for example, taken from a recent "common
school grammar," Eric Gould's Reading into Writing: A Rhetoric, Reader, and

Handbook(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1983):
Plurals can be tricky. If you are unsure of a plural,then check it in the dictionary.
The generalrules are
Add s to the singular:girls, tables
Add es to nouns endingin ch, sh, x or s: churches, boxes, wishes
Add es to nouns endingin y and precededby a vowel once you have changedy to i:
monies, companies. (p. 666)

(But note the persistent inadequacyof such Grammar4 rules: here, as I read it,
the rule is inadequateto explain the plurals of ray and tray, even to explain the
collective noun monies, not a plural at all, formed from the mass noun money
and offered as an example.) A second form of the rule would make use of much
more abstractentities, sound features:
a. If the noun ends with a sound that is [coronal, strident],add lIz!;
b. otherwise, if the noun ends with a sound that is [non-voiced],add Is!;
c. otherwise, add /z/.
(The notion of "sound features" is itself ratherabstract,perhapsnew to readers
11. MorrisHalle, "Knowledge Unlearnedand Untaught:WhatSpeakersKnow aboutthe Sounds
of Their Language," in Linguistic Theory and Psychological Reality, ed. Halle, Joan Bresnan, and

GeorgeA. Miller(Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1978),pp. 135-140.
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not trained in linguistics. But such readers should be able to recognize that the
spoken plurals of lip and duck, the sound [s], differ from the spoken plurals of
sea and gnu, the sound [z], only in that the sounds of the latter are "voiced"one's vocal cords vibrate-while the sounds of the formerare "non-voiced.")
To test the psychologically operative rule, the Grammar1 rule, native speakers of English were asked to form the plural of the last name of the composer
JohannSebastianBach, a sound [x], uniquein American(thoughnot in Scottish)
English. If speakers follow the first rule above, using word endings, they would
reject a) and b), then apply c), producingthe pluralas /baxz/, with word-final/z/.
(If writers were to follow the rule of the common school grammar,they would
produce the written plural Baches, apparently, given the form of the rule, on
analogy with churches.) If speakers follow the second rule, they would have to
analyze the sound [x] as [non-labial,non-coronal,dorsal, non-voiced, and nonstrident],producing the plural as /baxs/, with word-final/s/. Native speakers of
AmericanEnglish overwhelminglyproduce the pluralas /baxs/. They use knowledge that Halle characterizesas "unlearnedand untaught"(p. 140).
Now such a conclusion is counterintuitive-certainly it departs maximally
from Grammar4 rules for formingplurals. It seems that native speakers of English behave as if they have productive control, as Grammar1 knowledge, of abstract sound features (+ coronal, ?+ strident, and so on) which are availableas
conscious, Grammar2 knowledge only to trained linguists-and, indeed, formally availableonly within the last hundredyears or so. ("Behave as if," in that
last sentence, is a necessary hedge, to underscore the difficulty of "knowing
about" Grammar1.)
Moreover, as the example of pluralrules suggests, the form of the Grammar1
in the heads of literate adults seems profoundlyaffected by the acquisitionof literacy. Obviously, literate adults have access to different morphologicalcodes:
the abstract print -s underlyingthe predictable/s/ and /z/ plurals, the abstract
print -ed underlyingthe spoken past tense markersIt!, as in "walked," /ld/, as
in "surrounded,"/d!, as in "scored," and the symbol /01 for no surface realization, as in the relaxed standardpronunciationof "I walked to the store." Literate adults also have access to distinctionspreservedonly in the code of print(for
example, the distinction between "a good sailer" and "a good sailor" that Mark
Aranoff points out in "An English Spelling Convention," Linguistic Inquiry, 9
[1978], 299-303). More significantly,Irene Moscowitz speculates that the ability
of thirdgradersto form abstractnouns on analogy with pairs like divine::divinity
and serene::serenity, where the spoken vowel changes but the spellingpreserves
meaning,is a factor of knowing how to read. Carol Chomskyfinds a three-stage
developmentalsequence in the grammaticalperformanceof seven-year-olds,related to measures of kind and variety of reading;and Rita S. Brause finds a ninestage developmental sequence in the ability to understandsemantic ambiguity,
extending from fourth graders to graduate students.12 John Mills and Gordon
12. Moscowitz, "On the Status of Vowel Shift in English," in Cognitive Development and the
Acquisition of Language, ed. T. E. Moore (New York: Academic Press, 1973), pp. 223-60;
Chomsky, "Stages in Language Development and Reading Exposure," Harvard Educational Re-
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Hemsley find that level of education, and presumablylevel of literacy, influence
judgmentsof grammaticality,concludingthat literacy changes the deep structure
of one's internalgrammar;Jean Whyte finds that oral languagefunctions develop differentlyin readers and non-readers;Jose Morais, Jesus Alegria, and Paul
Bertelson find that illiterate adults are unable to add or delete sounds at the beginning of nonsense words, suggesting that awareness of speech as a series of
phones is provided by learning to read an alphabeticcode. Two experimentsone conducted by Charles A. Ferguson, the other by Mary E. Hamilton and
David Barton-find that adults' ability to recognize segmentationin speech is related to degree of literacy, not to amountof schoolingor generalability.13
It is worth noting that none of these investigatorswould suggest that the developmental sequences they have uncovered be isolated and taught as discrete
skills. They are natural concomitants of literacy, and they seem best characterized not as isolated rules but as developing schemata, broad strategiesfor approachingwritten language.
Grammar2
We can, of course, attempt to approximatethe rules or schemataof Grammar1
by writing fully explicit descriptions that model the competence of a native
speaker. Such rules, like the rules for pluralizingnouns or orderingadjectives
discussed above, are the goal of the science of linguistics, that is, Grammar2.
There are a number of scientific grammars-an older structuralist model and
several versions within a generative-transformational
paradigm,not to mention
isolated schools like tagmemic grammar, Montague grammar,and the like. Jn
fact, we cannot think of Grammar2 as a stable entity, for its form changes with
each new issue of each linguisticsjournal, as new "rules of grammar"are proposed and debated. Thus Grammar2, though of great theoreticalinterest to the
composition teacher, is of little practical use in the classroom, as Constance
Weaver has pointed out (Grammarfor Teachers[Urbana,Ill.: NCTE, 1979],pp.
3-6). Indeed Grammar2 is a scientific model of Grammar1, not a descriptionof
it, so that questions of psychological reality, while important,are less important
than other, more theoretical factors, such as the elegance of formulationor the
global power of rules. We might, for example, wish to replace the rule for ordering adjectives of age, number, and nationality cited above with a more general
rule-what linguists call a "fuzzy" rule-that adjectives in English are ordered
by their abstract quality of "nouniness": adjectives that are very much like
view, 42 (1972), 1-33;and Brause, "DevelopmentalAspects of the Ability to UnderstandSemantic
Ambiguity,with Implicationsfor Teachers," RTE, 11 (1977),39-48.
13. Mills and Hemsley, "The Effect of Levels of Education on Judgmentsof GrammaticalAcceptability,"Language and Speech, 19 (1976), 324-342;Whyte, "Levels of LanguageCompetence
and Reading Ability: An Exploratory Investigation," Journal of Research in Reading, 5 (1982),
123-132;Morais, et al., "Does Awareness of Speech as a Series of Phones Arise Spontaneously?"
Cognition, 7 (1979), 323-331; Ferguson, Cognitive Effects of Literacy: Linguistic Awareness in Adult

Non-readers(Washington,D.C.: National Instituteof EducationFinal Report, 1981)ERIC 222 857;
Hamiltonand Barton, "A Word Is a Word:MetalinguisticSkills in Adults of VaryingLiteracyLevels" (Stanford,Cal.: StanfordUniversityDepartmentof Linguistics,1980)ERIC222 859.
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nouns, like French or Scandinavian, come physically closer to nouns than do
adjectives that are less "nouny," like four or aged. But our motivationfor accepting the broader rule would be its global power, not its psychological reality.14

I try to consider a hostile reader, one committedto the teaching of grammar,
and I try to think of ways to hammerin the central point of this distinction,that
the rules of Grammar 2 are simply unconnected to productive control over
Grammar1. I can argue from authority: Noam Chomsky has touched on this
point whenever he has concerned himself with the implicationsof linguisticsfor
language teaching, and years ago transformationalistMark Lester stated unequivocally, "there simply appears to be no correlationbetween a writer's study
of language and his ability to write."'15I can cite analogies offered by others:
Francis Christensen's analogy in an essay originallypublished in 1962 that formal grammarstudy would be "to invite a centipede to attend to the sequence of
his legs in motion,"16or James Britton's analogy, offered informallyafter a conference presentation, that grammarstudy would be like forcing starvingpeople
to master the use of a knife and fork before allowing them to eat. I can offer
analogies of my own, contemplatingthe wisdom of asking a pool player to master the physics of momentumbefore taking up a cue or of makinga prospective
driver get a degree in automotive engineeringbefore engagingthe clutch. I consider a hypotheticalargument,that if Grammar2 knowledgeaffected Grammar1
performance,then linguists would be our best writers. (I can certify that they
are, on the whole, not.) Such a position, after all, is only in accord with other
domainsof science: the formulafor catchinga fly ball in baseball ("PlayingIt by
Ear," ScientificAmerican, 248, No. 4 [1983],76) is of such complexity that it is
beyond my understanding-and, I would suspect, that of many workaday centerfielders.But perhaps I can best hammerin this claim-that Grammar2 knowledge has no effect on Grammar1 performance-by offeringa demonstration.
The diagramon the next page is an attemptby ThomasN. Huckin and Leslie
A. Olsen (English for Science and Technology [New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983])

to offer, for students of English as a second language,a fully explicit formulation
of what is, for native speakers, a trivial rule of the language-the choice of definite article, indefinite article, or no definite article. There are obvious limits to
such a formulation,for article choice in English is less a matter of rule than of
idiom ("I went to college" versus "I went to a university" versus British "I
went to university"), real-world knowledge (using indefinite "I went into a
14. On the question of the psychologicalreality of Grammar2 descriptions,see MariaBlack and
ShulamithChiat, "Psycholinguisticswithout 'PsychologicalReality'," Linguistics, 19 (1981), 37-61;
Joan Bresnan, ed., The Mental Representation of Grammatical Relations (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT

Press, 1982);and Michael H. Long, "Inside the 'Black Box': MethodologicalIssues in Classroom
Researchon LanguageLearning,"LanguageLearning,30 (1980), 1-42.
15. Chomsky, "The Current Scene in Linguistics," College English, 27 (1966), 587-595; and
"Linguistic Theory," in Language Teaching: Broader Contexts, ed. Robert C. Meade, Jr. (New

York: Modern Language Association, 1966), pp. 43-49; MarkLester, "The Value of TransformationalGrammarin TeachingComposition,"CCC, 16 (1967),228.
16. Christensen, "Between Two Worlds," in Notes toward a New Rhetoric: Nine Essays for

Teachers,rev. ed., ed. BonniejeanChristensen(New York:Harper& Row, 1978),pp. 1-22.
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ENTER NOUN

11

Does noun have a \
unique referent? /

yes
_

Use the

I no
/

Is noun

/

yes

\ countable? /

no
Use no article

\

Is noun
singular? /

yes

Use a or an

no
Use no article

house" instantiatesdefinite "I looked at the ceiling," and indefinite"I visited a
university" instantiates definite "I talked with the professors"), and stylistic
choice (the last sentence above might alternativelyend with "the choice of the
definite article, the indefinite article, or no article"). Huckin and Olsen invite
non-native speakers to use the rule consciously to justify article choice in technical prose, such as the passage below from P. F. Brandwein(Matter:An Earth
Science [New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975]). I invite you to spend a

couple of minutes doing the same thing, with the understandingthat this exercise
is a test case: you are using a very explicit rule to justify a fairly straightforward
issue of grammatical choice.
Imagine a cannon on top of
____

cannonballs horizontally.

highest mountain on earth. It is firing
first cannonball fired follows its path.

cannonball moves,
gravity pulls it down, and it soon hits
velocity with which each succeedingcannonballis
ground. Now
cannonballgoes farthereach time. Cannonball2
fired is increased. Thus,
cannonball1 althougheach is being pulled by
goes fartherthan
As

time. _____
last cannonball is fired with
gravity toward the earth all
earth. It returns
such tremendous velocity that it goes completely around ____

to

mountaintopand continues aroundthe earth again and again.

orbit
cannonball's inertia causes it to continue in motion indefinitely in _____
cannonball to be
around earth. In such a situation, we could consider ____
weather satellites launched by
_______
____
artificial satellite, just like
_______
U.S. Weather Service. (p. 209)

Most native speakers of English who have attempted this exercise report a
great deal of frustration, a curious sense of working against, rather than with,
the rule. The rule, however valuable it may be for non-native speakers, is, for
the most part, simply unusablefor native speakers of the language.
CognateAreas of Research
We can corroborate this demonstration by turning to research in two cognate
areas, studies of the induction of rules of artificiallanguages and studies of the
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role of formal rules in second language acquisition. Psychologists have studied
the ability of subjects to learn artificiallanguages, usually constructed of nonsense syllables or letter strings. Such languages can be described by phrase
structurerules:
S
S =^vx
-tVX
X* MX

More clearly, they can be presented as flow diagrams,as below:

start =

/M

R

V

V^^^^

X

T

6

end

This diagramproduces "sentences" like the following:
VVTRXRR.
XMVRMT.

XMVTTRX.
VVTTRMT.

XXRR.
XMTRRR.

The following "sentences" would be "ungrammatical"in this language:
*VMXTT.

*RTXVVT.

*TRVXXVVM.

ArthurS. Reber, in a classic 1967experiment,demonstratedthat mere exposure
to grammaticalsentences produced tacit learning: subjects who copied several
grammaticalsentences performedfar above chance in judgingthe grammaticality
of other letter strings. Further experiments have shown that providingsubjects
with formal rules-giving them the flow diagramabove, for example-remarkably degradesperformance:subjects given the "rules of the language"do much
less well in acquiringthe rules than do subjects not given the rules. Indeed, even
telling subjects that they are to induce the rules of an artificiallanguagedegrades
performance. Such laboratory experiments are admittedly contrived, but they
confirmpredictions that our theory of languagewould make about the value of
formalrules in languagelearning.17
The thrust of recent research in second languagelearning similarlyworks to
constrainthe value of formal grammarrules. The most explicit statementof the
value of formal rules is that of Stephen D. Krashen's monitormodel.18Krashen
divides second language mastery into acquisition-tacit, informalmastery, akin
to first language acquisition-and formal learning-conscious application of
17. Reber, "Implicit Learning of Artificial Grammars," Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior, 6 (1967), 855-863; "Implicit Learning of Synthetic Languages: The Role of Instructional
Set," Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Learning and Memory, 2 (1976), 889-94; and Reber, Saul M. Kassin, Selma Lewis, and Gary Cantor, "On the Relationship Between Implicit and
Explicit Modes in the Learning of a Complex Rule Structure," Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Human Learning and Memory, 6 (1980), 492-502.
18. "Individual Variation in the Use of the Monitor," in Principles of Second Language Learning, ed. W. Richie (New York: Academic Press, 1978), pp. 175-185.
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Grammar2 rules, which he calls "monitoring"output. In anotheressay Krashen
uses his model to predict a highly individualuse of the monitorand a highly constrainedrole for formal rules:
Some adults (and very few children)are able to use conscious rules to increase the
grammaticalaccuracy of their output, and even for these people, very strict conditions need to be met before the conscious grammarcan be applied.l9
In Principles and Practice in Second Language Acquisition (New York: Per-

gamon, 1982) Krashen outlines these conditions by means of a series of concentric circles, beginningwith a large circle denoting the rules of English and a
smaller circle denoting the subset of those rules described by formal linguists
(addingthat most linguists would protest that the size of this circle is much too
large):
/^
^\\Q
\. \^)

_^- ~rulesof English
~~Jrules described by formallinguists
(p. 92)

Krashen then adds smaller circles, as shown below-a subset of the rules described by formal linguists that would be known to appliedlinguists, a subset of
those rules that would be available to the best teachers, and then a subset of
those rules that teachers might choose to present to second languagelearners:
^---^ ~~ ^^^rules known to appliedlinguists
((_((____)

rules known to best teachers
rules taught
(p. 93)

Of course, as Krashen notes, not all the rules taughtwill be learned, and not all
those learned will be available, as what he calls "mental baggage" (p. 94), for
conscious use.
An experiment by Ellen Bialystock, asking English speakers learningFrench
to judge the grammaticalityof taped sentences, complicates this issue, for reaction time data suggest that learners first make an intuitive judgment of grammaticality,using implicit or Grammar1 knowledge, and only then search for formal explanations, using explicit or Grammar2 knowledge.20 This distinction
19. "Applications of Psycholinguistic Research to the Classroom," in Practical Applications of
Research in Foreign Language Teaching, ed. D. J. James (Lincolnwood, Ill.: National Textbook,
1983), p. 61.
20. "Some Evidence for the Integrity and Interaction of Two Knowledge Sources," in New Dimensions in Second Language Acquisition Research, ed. Roger W. Andersen (Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1981), pp. 62-74.
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would suggest that Grammar2 knowledge is of use to second languagelearners
only after the principle has already been mastered as tacit grammar1 knowledge. In the terms of Krashen's model, learning never becomes acquisition
(Principles, p. 86).

An ingenious experimentby HerbertW. Seliger complicates the issue yet further ("On the Nature and Function of LanguageRules in LanguageLearning,"
TESOL Quarterly, 13 [1979], 359-369). Seliger asked native and non-native
speakers of English to orally identify pictures of objects (e.g., "an apple," "a
pear," "a book," "an umbrella"),noting whether they used the correct form of
the indefinitearticles a and an. He then asked each speakerto state the rule for
choosing between a and an. He found no correlationbetween the ability to state
the rule and the ability to apply it correctly, either with native or non-native
speakers. Indeed, three of four adult non-nativespeakersin his sampleproduced
a correct form of the rule, but they did not apply it in speaking.A strongconclusion from this experiment would be that formal rules of grammarseem to have
no value whatsoever. Seliger, however, suggests a more paradoxicalinterpretation. Rules are of no use, he agrees, but some people think they are, and for
these people, assuming that they have internalizedthe rules, even inadequate
rules are of heuristic value, for they allow them to access the internalrules they
actually use.
The Incantationsof the "CommonSchool Grammars"
Such a paradox may explain the fascination we have as teachers with "rules of
grammar"of the Grammar4 variety, the "rules" of the "common school grammars." Again and again such rules are inadequate to the facts of written language; you will recall that we have known this since Francis' 1927 study. R.
Scott Baldwin and James M. Coady, studyinghow readers respond to punctuation signals ("Psycholinguistic Approaches to a Theory of Punctuation,"Journal of Reading Behavior, 10 [1978], 363-83), conclude that conventionalrules of
punctuationare "a complete sham" (p. 375). My own favorite is the Grammar4
rule for showing possession, always expressed in terms of adding -'s or -s' to
nouns, while our internal grammar, if you think about it, adds possession to
noun phrases, albeit under severe stylistic constraints:"the horses of the Queen
of England"are "the Queen of England'shorses" and "the feathers of the duck
over there" are "the duck over there's feathers." Suzette Haden Elgin refers to
the "rules" of Grammar4 as "incantations" (Never Mind the Trees, p. 9: see
footnote 3).
It may simply be that as hyperliterate adults we are conscious of "using
rules" when we are in fact doing somethingelse, somethingfar more complex,
accessing tacit heuristics honed by printliteracy itself. We can clarifythis notion
by reachingfor an acronym coined by technical writersto explain the readability
of complex prose-COIK: "clear only if known." The rules of Grammar4-no,
we can at this point be more honest-the incantationsof Grammar4 are COIK.
If you know how to signal possession in the code of print, then the advice to add
-'s to nouns makes perfect sense, just as the collective noun monies is a fine ex-
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ample of changing-y to -i and adding-es to form the plural. But if you have not
grasped, tacitly, the abstractrepresentationof possession in print, such incantations can only be opaque.
Worse yet, the advice given in "the common school grammars" is unconnected with anything remotely resemblingliterate adult behavior. Consider, as
an example, the rule for not writinga sentence fragmentas the rule is described
in the best-selling college grammartext, John C. Hodges and Mary S. Whitten's
Harbrace College Handbook, 9th ed. (New York: HarcourtBrace Jovanovich,
1982). In order to get to the advice, "as a rule, do not write a sentence fragment" (p. 25), the student must masterthe followinglearningtasks:
Recognizing verbs.
Recognizingsubjects and verbs.
Recognizingall parts of speech. (Harbracelists eight.)
Recognizing phrases and subordinateclauses. (Harbrace lists six types of
phrases, and it offers incomplete lists of eight relative pronouns and
eighteen subordinatingconjunctions.)
Recognizingmain clauses and types of sentences.
These learningtasks completed, the student is given the rule above, offered a
page of exceptions, and then given the following advice (or is it an incantation?):
Before handing in a composition, . . . proofreadeach word group written as a
sentence. Test each one for completeness. First, be sure that it has at least one subject and one predicate. Next, be sure that the word groupis not a dependentclause
beginningwith a subordinatingconjunctionor a relative clause. (p. 27)

The school grammarapproachdefines a sentence fragmentas a conceptualerror-as not having conscious knowledge of the school grammardefinitionof sentence. It demands heavy emphasis on rote memory, and it asks students to behave in ways patently removed from the behaviors of mature writers. (I have
never in my life tested a sentence for completeness, and I am a better writerand probably a better person-as a consequence.) It may be, of course, that
some developing writers, at some points in their development, may benefit from
such advice-or, more to the point, may think that they benefit-but, as Thomas
Friedmanpoints out in "Teaching Error, NurturingConfusion" (CE, 45 [1983],
390-399),our theory of language tells us that such advice is, at the best, COIK.
As the Mainejoke has it, about a tourist asking directionsfrom a farmer, "you
can't get there from here."
RedefiningError
In the specific case of sentence fragments,Mina P. Shaughnessy(Errorsand Expectations [New York: Oxford University Press, 1977])argues that such errors
are not conceptual failures at all, but performanceerrors-mistakes in punctuation. Muriel Harris' error counts support this view ("Mendingthe Fragmented
Free Modifier," CCC, 32 [1981], 175-182).Case studies show example after example of errors that occur because of instruction-one thinks, for example, of
David Bartholmae'sstudent explainingthat he added an -s to children"because
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it's a plural" ("The Study of Error," CCC, 31 [1980], 262). Surveys, such as
that by Muriel Harris ("Contradictory Perceptions of the Rules of Writing,"
CCC, 30 [1979], 218-220), and our own observations suggest that students consistently misunderstandsuch Grammar4 explanations (COIK, you will recall).
For example, from Patrick Hartwell and Robert H. Bentley and from Mike
Rose, we have two separate anecdotal accounts of students, cited for punctuating a because-clause as a sentence, who have decided to avoid using because.
More generally, Collette A. Daiute's analysis of errorsmade by college students
shows that errors tend to appear at clause boundaries, suggesting short-term
memoryload and not conceptual deficiency as a cause of error.21
Thus, if we think seriously about error and its relationshipto the worship of
formalgrammarstudy, we need to attempt some massive dislocation of our traditionalthinking,to shuck off our hyperliterateperceptionof the value of formal
rules, and to regain the confidence in the tacit power of unconscious knowledge
that our theory of languagegives us. Most students, readingtheir writingaloud,
will correct in essence all errors of spelling, grammar,and, by intonation,punctuation, but usually without noticing that what they read departsfrom what they
wrote.22And RichardH. Haswell ("MinimalMarking,"CE, 45 [1983], 600-604)
notes that his students correct 61.1% of their errors when they are identified
with a simple markin the marginratherthan by errortype. Such findingssuggest
that we need to redefine error, to see it not as a cognitive or linguisticproblem,a
problem of not knowing a "rule of grammar" (whatever that may mean), but
rather,following the insight of RobertJ. Bracewell ("Writingas a CognitiveActivity," Visible Language, 14 [1980], 400-422), as a problem of metacognition
and metalinguisticawareness, a matter of accessing knowledges that, to be of
any use, learners must have already internalized by means of exposure to the
code. (Usage issues-Grammar 3-probably representa differentorder of problem. Both Joseph Emonds and Jeffrey Jochnowitzestablish that the usage issues
we worry most about are linguisticallyunnatural,departuresfrom the grammar
in our heads.)23
The notion of metalinguisticawareness seems crucial. The sentence below,
created by Douglas R. Hofstadter ("MetamagicalThemas," Scientific American, 235, No. 1 [1981], 22-32), is offered to clarifythat notion; you are invited to
examineit for a moment or two before continuing.
Their is four errors in this sentance. Can you find them?
21. Hartwell and Bentley, Some Suggestions for Using Open to Language (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1982), p. 73; Rose, Writer's Block: The Cognitive Dimension (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1983), p. 99; Daiute, "Psycholinguistic Foundations of the Writing Process," RTE, 15 (1981), 5-22.
22. See Bartholmae, "The Study of Error"; Patrick Hartwell, "The Writing Center and the Paradoxes of Written-Down Speech," in Writing Centers: Theory and Administration, ed. Gary Olson
(Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1984), pp. 48-61; and Sondra Perl, "A Look at Basic Writers in the Process of
Composing," in Basic Writing: A Collection of Essays for Teachers, Researchers, and Administrators (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1980), pp. 13-32.
23. Emonds, Adjacency in Grammar: The Theory of Language-Particular Rules (New York: Academic, 1983); and Jochnowitz, "Everybody Likes Pizza, Doesn't He or She?" American Speech, 57
(1982), 198-203.
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Three errors announce themselves plainly enough, the misspellingsof there and
sentence and the use of is instead of are. (And, just to illustratethe perils of hyperliteracy,let it be noted that, through three years of drafts, I referred to the
choice of is and are as a matter of "subject-verbagreement.") The fourth error
resists detection, until one assesses the truth value of the sentence itself-the
fourth error is that there are not four errors, only three. Such a sentence
(Hofstadtercalls it a "self-referencingsentence") asks you to look at it in two
ways, simultaneouslyas statement and as linguistic artifact-in other words, to
exercise metalinguisticawareness.
A broad range of cross-culturalstudies suggest that metalinguisticawareness
is a defining feature of print literacy. Thus Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole,
workingwith the triliterateVai of Liberia (variouslyliterate in English, through
schooling; in Arabic, for religious purposes; and in an indigenous Vai script,
used for personal affairs), find that metalinguisticawareness, broadlyconceived,
is the only cognitive skill underlyingeach of the three literacies. The one statistically significantskill shared by literate Vai was the recognitionof word boundaries. Moreover, literate Vai tended to answer "yes" when asked (in Vai), "Can
you call the sun the moon and the moon the sun?" while illiterateVai tended to
have grave doubts about such metalinguisticplay. And in the United States Henry and Lila R. Gleitmanreport quite differentresponses by clerical workers and
PhD candidatesasked to interpretnonsense compoundslike "house-birdglass":
clericalworkersfocused on meaningand plausibility(for example, "a house-bird
made of glass"), while PhD candidatesfocused on syntax (for example, "a very
small drinkingcup for canaries" or "a glass that protects house-birds").24More
generalresearch findingssuggest a clear relationshipbetween measuresof metalinguistic awareness and measures of literacy level.25 WilliamLabov, speculating on literacy acquisition in inner-city ghettoes, contrasts "stimulus-bound"
and "language-bound"individuals, suggestingthat the latter seem to master literacy more easily.26 The analysis here suggests that the causal relationship
24. Scribnerand Cole, Psychology of Literacy (Cambridge,Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press,
1981);Gleitmanand Gleitman,"LanguageUse and LanguageJudgment,"in IndividualDifferences
in Language Ability and Language Behavior, ed. Charles J. Fillmore, Daniel Kemper, and William

S.-Y. Wang(New York:AcademicPress, 1979),pp. 103-126.
25. There are several recent reviews of this developingbody of researchin psychology and child
development: Irene Athey, "Language Development Factors Related to Reading Development,"
Journal of Educational Research, 76 (1983), 197-203;James Flood and Paula Menyuk, "MetalinguisticDevelopment and Reading/WritingAchievement," ClaremontReading Conference Yearbook, 46 (1982), 122-132;and the following four essays: David T. Hakes, "The Development of
MetalinguisticAbilities:What Develops?," pp. 162-210;Stan A. Kuczaj, II, and Brooke Harbaugh,
"WhatChildrenThinkabout the SpeakingCapabilitiesof OtherPersons and Things," pp. 211-227;
Karen Saywitz and Louise Cherry Wilkinson, "Age-Related Differences in Metalinguistic
Awareness," pp. 229-250;and HarrietSalatasWatersand VirginiaS. Tinsley, "The Developmentof
VerbalSelf-Regulation:Relationshipsbetween Language,Cognition,and Behavior,"pp. 251-277;all
in Language, Thought, and Culture, Vol. II of Language Development, ed. Stan Kuczaj, Jr. (Hills-

dale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1982). See also Joanne R. Nurss, "Researchin Review: Linguistic
Awarenessand Learningto Read," YoungChildren,35, No. 3 [1980],57-66.
26. "CompetingValue Systems in Inner City Schools," in ChildrenIn and Out of School: Ethnographyand Education,ed. Perry Gilmoreand Allan A. Glatthorn(Washington,D.C.: Centerfor
AppliedLinguistics, 1982),pp. 148-171;and "Locatingthe Frontierbetween Social and Psychologi-
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works the other way, that it is the mastery of written language that increases
one's awareness of languageas language.
This analysis has two implications. First, it makes the question of socially
nonstandarddialects, always implicitin discussions of teachingformalgrammar,
into a non-issue.27Native speakers of English, regardlessof dialect, show tacit
mastery of the conventions of Standard English, and that mastery seems to
transferinto abstract orthographicknowledge through interactionwith print.28
Developing writers show the same patterningof errors, regardlessof dialect.29
Studies of reading and of writing suggest that surface features of spoken dialect
are simply irrelevant to mastering print literacy.30 Print is a complex cultural
code-or better yet, a system of codes-and my bet is that, regardless of instruction,one masters those codes from the top down, from pragmaticquestions
of voice, tone, audience, register, and rhetoricalstrategy, not from the bottom
up, from grammarto usage to fixed forms of organization.
Second, this analysis forces us to posit multiple literacies, used for multiple
purposes, rather than a single static literacy, engraved in "rules of grammar."
These multipleliteracies are evident in cross-culturalstudies.31They are equally
evident when we inquire into the uses of literacy in American communities.32
cal Factors in Linguistic Structure," in Individual Differences in Language Ability and Language

Behavior,ed. Fillmore,Kemper,and Wang,pp. 327-340.
27. See, for example, ThomasFarrell, "IQ and StandardEnglish," CCC, 34 (1983),470-484;and
the responsesby KarenL. Greenbergand PatrickHartwell,CCC,in press.
28. Jane W. Torrey, "TeachingStandardEnglishto Speakersof OtherDialects," in Applications
of Linguistics: Selected Papers of the Second International Conference of Applied Linguistics, ed.

G. E. PerrenandJ. L. M. Trim(Cambridge,Mass.: CambridgeUniversityPress, 1971),pp. 423-428;
James W. Beers and EdmundH. Henderson, "A Study of the Developing OrthographicConcepts
amongFirst Graders,"RTE, 11 (1977), 133-148.
29. See the errorcounts of SamuelA. Kirschnerand G. HowardPoteet, "Non-StandardEnglish
Usage in the Writingof Black, White, and HispanicRemedialEnglishStudentsin an UrbanCommunity College," RTE, 7 (1973), 351-355;and MarilynSternglass, "Close Similaritiesin Dialect Features of Black and White College Studentsin RemedialCompositionClasses," TESOLQuarterly,8
(1974),271-283.
30. For reading,see the massive study by KennethS. GoodmanandYetta M. Goodman,Reading
of American Children whose Language Is a Stable Rural Dialect of English or a Language other

than English(Washington,D.C.: NationalInstituteof EducationFinal Report, 1978)ERIC 175754;
and the overview by Rudine Sims, "Dialect and Reading:TowardRedefiningthe Issues," in Reader
Meets Author/Bridging the Gap: A Psycholinguistic and Sociolinguistic Approach, ed. Judith A.

Langer and M. Tricia Smith-Burke(Newark, Del.: InternationalReadingAssociation, 1982),pp.
222-232.For writing,see PatrickHartwell,"Dialect Interferencein Writing:A CriticalView," RTE,
14 (1980), 101-118;and the anthology edited by Barry M. Kroll and Roberta J. Vann, Exploring
Speaking-Writing Relationships: Connections and Contrasts (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1981).
31. See, for example, Eric A. Havelock, The Literary Revolution in Greece and its Cultural Con-

sequences (Princeton,N.J.: PrincetonUniversityPress, 1982);Lesley Milroyon literacyin Dublin,
Language and Social Networks (Oxford:Basil Blackwell, 1980);Ron Scollon and Suzanne B. K.
Scollon on literacy in central Alaska, Interethnic Communication: An Athabascan Case (Austin,

Tex.: SouthwestEducationalDevelopmentLaboratoryWorkingPapersin Sociolinguistics,No. 59,
1979)ERIC 175 276; and Scribnerand Cole on literacyin Liberia, Psychologyof Literacy(see footnote 24).
32. See, for example, the anthologyedited by DeborahTannen, Spokenand WrittenLanguage:
ExploringOralityand Literacy(Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1982);and ShirleyBrice Heath's continuing
work: "ProteanShapes in Literacy Events: Ever-ShiftingOraland LiterateTraditions,"in Spoken
and Written Language, pp. 91-117; Ways with Words: Language, Life and Work in Communities and
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Further,given that students, at all levels, show widely variantinteractionswith
print literacy, there would seem to be little to do with grammar-with Grammar
2 or with Grammar4-that we could isolate as a basis for formalinstruction.33
Grammar5: Stylistic Grammar
Similarly,when we turn to Grammar5, "grammaticalterms used in the interest
of teachingprose style," so central to MarthaKolln's argumentfor teaching formal grammar,we find that the grammarissue is simply beside the point. There
are two fully-articulatedpositions about "stylistic grammar,"which I will label
"romantic" and "classic," following Richard Lloyd-Jones and Richard E.
Young.34The romanticposition is that stylistic grammars,thoughperhapsuseful
for teachers, have little place in the teaching of composition, for students must
strugglewith and throughlanguagetoward meaning.This position rests on a theory of language ultimately philosophical rather than linguistic (witness, for example, the contempt for linguists in Ann Berthoff's The Making of Meaning:
Metaphors, Models, and Maxims for Writing Teachers [Montclair, N.J.: Boyn-

ton/Cook, 1981]);it is articulatedas a theory of style by Donald A. Murrayand,
on somewhatdifferentgrounds(that stylistic grammarsencourageoveruse of the
monitor),by Ian Pringle. The classic position, on the other hand, is that we can
find ways to offer developing writers helpful suggestions about prose style, suggestions such as Francis Christensen'semphasis on the cumulativesentence, developed by observing the practice of skilled writers, and Joseph Williams'advice
about predication, developed by psycholinguistic studies of comprehension.35
James A. Berlin's recent survey of composition theory (CE, 45 [1982], 765-777)
probablyunderstates the gulf between these two positions and the radicallydifferent conceptions of languagethat underliethem, but it does establish that they
Classrooms(New York: CambridgeUniversityPress, 1983);and "WhatNo BedtimeStory Means,"
Language in Society, 11 (1982), 49-76.

33. For studies at the elementarylevel, see Dell H. Hymes, et al., eds., EthnographicMonitoring
of Children's Acquisition of Reading/Language

Arts Skills In and Out of the Classroom (Wash-

ington, D.C.: National Institute of EducationFinal Report, 1981)ERIC 208 096. For studies at the
secondarylevel, see James L. Collins and MichaelM. Williamson,"SpokenLanguageand Semantic
Abbreviationin Writing," RTE, 15 (1981), 23-36. And for studies at the college level, see Patrick
Hartwelland Gene LoPresti, "Sentence Combiningas Kid-Watching,"in Sentence Combining:Toward a RhetoricalPerspective, ed. DonaldA. Daiker,AndrewKerek, and Max Morenberg(Carbondale: SouthernIllinoisUniversityPress, in press).
34. Lloyd-Jones, "Romantic Revels-I Am Not You," CCC, 23 (1972), 251-271;and Young,
"Concepts of Art and the Teaching of Writing," in The Rhetorical Tradition and Modern Writing,

ed. JamesJ. Murphy(New York: ModernLanguageAssociation, 1982),pp. 130-141.
35. For the romantic position, see Ann E. Berthoff, "Tolstoy, Vygotsky, and the Making of
Meaning," CCC, 29 (1978), 249-255; Kenneth Dowst, "The Epistemic Approach," in Eight Approaches to Teaching Composition, ed. Timothy Donovan and Ben G. McClellan (Urbana, Ill.:
NCTE, 1980),pp. 65-85;Peter Elbow, "The Challengefor Sentence Combining";and DonaldMurray, "Following Language toward Meaning," both in Sentence Combining: Toward a Rhetorical

Perspective (in press; see footnote 33); and Ian Pringle, "Why Teach Style? A Review-Essay,"
CCC,34 (1983),91-98.
For the classic position, see Christensen's"A GenerativeRhetoricof the Sentence";and Joseph
Williams'"DefiningComplexity," CE, 41 (1979),595-609;and his Style: Ten Lessons in Clarityand
Grace(see footnote 9).
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share an overriding assumption in common: that one learns to control the language of print by manipulating language in meaningful contexts, not by learning
about language in isolation, as by the study of formal grammar. Thus even classic theorists, who choose to present a vocabulary of style to students, do so only
as a vehicle for encouraging productive control of communicative structures.
We might put the matter in the following terms. Writers need to develop skills
at two levels. One, broadly rhetorical, involves communication in meaningful
contexts (the strategies, registers, and procedures of discourse across a range of
modes, audiences, contexts, and purposes). The other, broadly metalinguistic
rather than linguistic, involves active manipulation of language with conscious
attention to surface form. This second level may be developed tacitly, as a natural adjunct to developing rhetorical competencies-I take this to be the position
of romantic theorists. It may be developed formally, by manipulating language
for stylistic effect, and such manipulation may involve, for pedagogical continuity, a vocabulary of style. But it is primarily developed by any kind of language activity that enhances the awareness of language as language.36 David T.
Hakes, summarizing the research on metalinguistic awareness, notes how far we
are from understanding this process:
the optimal conditions for becoming metalinguisticallycompetent involve growing
up in a literate environment with adult models who are themselves metalinguisticallycompetent and who foster the growth of that competence in a variety
of ways as yet little understood. ("The Development of MetalinguisticAbilities,"
p. 205: see footnote 25)
Such a model places language, at all levels, at the center of the curriculum, but
not as "necessary categories and labels" (Kolln, "Closing the Books on Alchemy," p. 150), but as literal stuff, verbal clay, to be molded and probed,
shaped and reshaped, and, above all, enjoyed.
The Tradition of Experimental Research
Thus, when we turn back to experimental research on the value of formal grammar instruction, we do so with firm predictions given us by our theory of language. Our theory would predict that formal grammar instruction, whether
instruction in scientific grammar or instruction in "the common school grammar," would have little to do with control over surface correctness nor with
quality of writing. It would predict that any form of active involvement with language would be preferable to instruction in rules or definitions (or incantations).
In essence, this is what the research tells us. In 1893, the Committee of Ten (Report of the Committee of Ten on Secondary School Studies [Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1893]) put grammar at the center of the English curriculum, and its report established the rigidly sequential mode of instruc36. Courtney B. Cazden and David K. Dickinson, "Language and Education: Standardization
versus Cultural Pluralism," in Language in the USA, ed. Charles A. Ferguson and Shirley Brice
Heath (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp. 446-468; and Carol Chomsky, "Developing Facility with Language Structure," in Discovering Language with Children, ed. Gay Su Pinnell
(Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1980), pp. 56-59.
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tion common for the last century. But the committee explicitly noted that grammar instruction did not aid correctness, arguing instead that it improved the
ability to think logically (an argument developed from the role of the "grammarian" in the classical rhetorical tradition, essentially a teacher of literaturesee, for example, the etymology of grammar in the Oxford English Dictionary).
But Franklin S. Hoyt, in a 1906 experiment, found no relationship between
the study of grammar and the ability to think logically; his research led him to
conclude what I am constrained to argue more than seventy-five years later, that
there is no "relationship between a knowledge of technical grammar and the
ability to use English and to interpret language" ("The Place of Grammar in the
Elementary Curriculum," Teachers College Record, 7 [1906], 483-484). Later
studies, through the 1920s, focused on the relationship of knowledge of grammar
and ability to recognize error; experiments reported by James Boraas in 1917
and by William Asker in 1923 are typical of those that reported no correlation. In
the 1930s, with the development of the functional grammar movement, it was
common to compare the study of formal grammar with one form or another of
active manipulation of language; experiments by I. O. Ash in 1935 and Ellen
Frogner in 1939 are typical of studies showing the superiority of active involvement with language.37 In a 1959 article, "Grammar in Language Teaching" (Elementary English, 36 [1959], 412-421), John J. DeBoer noted the consistency of
these findings.
The impressive fact is . . . that in all these studies, carried out in places and at

times far removed from each other, often by highly experienced and disinterested
investigators, the results have been consistently negative so far as the value of
grammarin the improvementof languageexpressionis concerned. (p. 417)
In 1960 Ingrid M. Strom, reviewing more than fifty experimental studies, came
to a similarly strong and unqualified conclusion:
direct methods of instruction, focusing on writing activities and the structuringof
ideas, are more efficient in teaching sentence structure, usage, punctuation, and
other related factors than are such methods as nomenclaturedrill, diagramming,
and rote memorizationof grammaticalrules.38
In 1963 two research reviews appeared, one by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and
Schorer, cited at the beginning of this paper, and one by Henry C. Meckel,
whose conclusions, though more guarded, are in essential agreement.39 In 1969
J. Stephen Sherwin devoted one-fourth of his Four Problems in Teaching English: A Critique of Research (Scranton, Penn.: International Textbook, 1969) to
37. Boraas, "Formal English Grammar and the Practical Mastery of English." Diss. University of
Illinois, 1917; Asker, "Does Knowledge of Grammar Function?" School and Society, 17 (27 January
1923), 109-111; Ash, "An Experimental Evaluation of the Stylistic Approach in Teaching Composition in the Junior High School," Journal of Experimental Education, 4 (1935), 54-62; and Frogner,
"A Study of the Relative Efficacy of a Grammatical and a Thought Approach to the Improvement of
Sentence Structure in Grades Nine and Eleven," School Review, 47 (1939), 663-675.
38. "Research on Grammar and Usage and Its Implications for Teaching Writing," Bulletin of the
School of Education, Indiana University, 36 (1960), pp. 13-14.
39. Meckel, "Research on Teaching Composition and Literature," in Handbook of Research on
Teaching, ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963), pp. 966-1006.
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the grammarissue, concludingthat "instructionin formalgrammaris an ineffective way to help students achieve proficiency in writing" (p. 135). Some early
experiments in sentence combining, such as those by Donald R. Bateman and
FrankJ. Zidonnis and by John C. Mellon, showed improvementin measures of
syntactic complexity with instructionin transformationalgrammarkeyed to sentence combiningpractice. But a later study by FrankO'Hare achieved the same
gains with no grammarinstruction, suggestingto SandraL. Stotsky and to Richard Van de Veghe that active manipulationof language, not the grammarunit,
explained the earlier results.40 More recent summaries of research-by Elizabeth I. Haynes, Hillary Taylor Holbrook, and MarciaFarr Whiteman-support
similarconclusions. Indirectevidence for this position is providedby surveys reported by Betty Bambergin 1978 and 1981, showing that time spent in grammar
instructionin high school is the least importantfactor, of eight factors examined,
in separatingregularfrom remedialwritersat the college level.41
More generally, Patrick Scott and Bruce Castner, in "Reference Sources for
CompositionResearch: A Practical Survey" (CE, 45 [1983], 756-768),note that
much currentresearch is not informedby an awareness of the past. Put simply,
we are constrainedto reinvent the wheel. My concern here has been with a far
more serious problem:that too often the wheel we reinventis square.
It is, after all, a question of power. Janet Emig, developinga consensus from
compositionresearch, and Aaron S. Cartonand LawrenceV. Castiglione,developing the implicationsof languagetheory for education, come to the same conclusion: that the thrust of currentresearch and theory is to take power from the
teacher and to give that power to the learner.42At no point in the English curriculum is the question of power more blatantlyposed than in the issue of formal
grammarinstruction. It is time that we, as teachers, formulatetheories of language and literacy and let those theories guide our teaching, and it is time that
we, as researchers,move on to more interestingareas of inquiry.
40. Bateman and Zidonis, The Effect of a Study of Transformational Grammar on the Writing of
Ninth and Tenth Graders (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1966); Mellon, Transformational Sentence Combining: A Method for Enhancing the Development of Fluency in English Composition (Urbana, Ill.:
NCTE, 1969); O'Hare, Sentence-Combining: Improving Student Writing without Formal Grammar
Instruction (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1971); Stotsky, "Sentence-Combining as a Curricular Activity: Its
Effect on Written Language Development," RTE, 9 (1975), 30-72; and Van de Veghe, "Research in
Written Composition: Fifteen Years of Investigation," ERIC 157 095.
41. Haynes, "Using Research in Preparing to Teach Writing," English Journal, 69, No. 1 (1978),
82-88; Holbrook, "ERIC/RCS Report: Whither (Wither) Grammar," Language Arts, 60 (1983),
259-263; Whiteman, "What We Can Learn from Writing Research," Theory into Practice, 19 (1980),
150-156; Bamberg, "Composition in the Secondary English Curriculum: Some Current Trends and
Directions for the Eighties," RTE, 15 (1981), 257-266; and "Composition Instruction Does Make a
Difference: A Comparison of the High School Preparation of College Freshmen in Regular and Remedial English Classes," RTE, 12 (1978), 47-59.
42. Emig, "Inquiry Paradigms and Writing," CCC, 33 (1982), 64-75; Carton and Castiglione, "Educational Linguistics: Defining the Domain," in Psycholinguistic Research: Implications and Applications, ed. Doris Aaronson and Robert W. Rieber (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979), pp.
497-520.

